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PART I. 
THE HISTORICAL DEVELOP~~ CF DOUBLE STAR ASTRONOMY. 
That two stars should appear to be in close proximity in the 
heavens was, to the very early astronomers, merely a coincidence and as 
such was of no particular interest. The term "double star" is thought 
to have originated with Ptolemy, who used it in describingt/Sagittarii· 
The existence of even moderately close double stars remained an unknown 
fact until the invention of the telescope. 
In the middle of the sixteenth century, soon after Galilee had 
observed the sun spots and Jupiter's satellites through his small tele-
scope, Rlocioli made the first telescopic discover or a double star when 
he observed that t:' Ursae Majoris was resolved by his instrument into 
what appeared then a close pair of stars. This fact was discovered by 
Kirsch half a century later independent of Riocioli's discovery. 'pather 
Richnud, while making comet observations in Pondioherry, India, in 1689, 
separated the components of C( Centauri, discovering the first double 
star that has proven to be of binary character. ln 1656 Huygens saw 
0 Crioni.B as a quadruple star and in 1664 Rooke discovered that 
'Y Arieti.s appeared as a double star. <X Centaur\ was recognized as 
a double star by Feuillee in 1709, independent or former observations. 
James Bradley, nephew o! the astronomer Rev. Jnmes Pound, in 
1718 discovered the double character of r Virginia, the second double 
star which later proved to be a binary. With one eye at the telescope 
and looking directly at the heavens with the other, Bradley round the 
two components to be in a line with Ol and 8 Virginia. This is worthy 
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or special note as the first record or the relative position or the two 
0 
components or any double star, although the position angle or 330,9 as 
computed from this record, is or little worth compared with more modern 
observations. Two years later the occultation of this same star was 
observed by Cassini in his search for evidence of lunar atmosphere. The 
record as set forth in the "Histoire de L'Academie Royal des Sciences" 
gives an interesting insight into the astronomy or that period. Cassini 
wrote, in parts• 
"La Luna davant eclipser ces deux Etoiles le 21 Avril de cette 
annee 1720, un peu avant minuit; nous fumes tres attentifs a lea obser-
ver, tant par la rarete de cette Observation, que pour discerner ce qui 
arriveroit, tant a leur entree qu'a leur sortie de la Luna. Cette 
Planete etoit alors pres de son opposition avec le Soleil qui devoit 
arriver le lendemain 22 Avril a 6h 49' du sotr. Ces deux Etoiles en 
" s'approchant du bord obscur de la Lune conserverent toujours entre-elles 
la m~me situation sans changer de eouleur ni de figure, &: a oh 25' 14" 
on observa par la Lunette de 16 pieds l'l~ersion de la plus occidentale 
h 
de cas Etotles dans la bord obscur de la L"Cllle •••••••••• A 0 25' 44'' on 
apper98.t l'Immersion de l'EtoUe orientale ••••• &: a oh 51' 16" on apper-
" 9ut presque dans le meme temps l'Immersion de ces deux Etoiles du bord 
, ' , 
eolaire de la Luna auquel elles etoient presque paralleles." 
Vlhile this is or decided interest, clearly it would be futile 
to attempt to consider any position angle reduced from it as accurate 
enough for use 1~ determinings its orbit. 
There followed the discovery or other double stars: Castor in 
1719, 61 Cygni in 1753, (3 Cygni in 1755. 
• Rtstoire de L'Aoademie Royale Des ~ienoes 1720. 
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Jt was natural that speculation on the nature of pairs should 
arise. T. J. See affirms that the possible existence or systems of stars 
is known to have been suspected by Lambert in 1761 and even earlier by 
Giordano Aruno, Cassini and Uaupertius. In 1767 the Rev. John Uichell 
applied the doctrine of probabilities in a philosophical discussion of 
the relationship or the components or double stars. His verbose but 
interesting conclusion, quoted from a paper read before the Royal As-
tronomical society of London, follows:• 
"We may from hence, therefore, with the highest probability 
conclude (the odds against the contrary opinion being many millions 
to one) that the stars are really collected together in clusters in 
some places, where they for.m a kind of system, whilst in others there 
are either few or none of them, to whatever cause this may be owing, 
whether to their mutual gravitation, or to some other law or appointment 
of the Creator. And the natural conclusion from hence is that it is 
highly probable in particular, and next to a certainty in general, that 
such double stars, etas., as appear to consist or two or more stars 
placed very near together, do really consist of stars placed near toge-
ther and under the influence of some general law, whenever the probabi-
lity is very great that there would not have been any such stars so near 
together, if all those that are not less bright than themselves had been 
scattered at random through the whole heaven." 
A German court astronomer, the Jesuit Father, Christian Mayer, 
in 1777 had s~ggested that there might be a physical connection between 
the components of a double star. He was rewarded with the scorn or his 
contemporaries as voiced in particular by Lalande. Nevertheless, he 
• Philosophical Transactions Vol. 57, P• 249. 
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continued undiscouraged in his work at ~heim with an eight-foot mural 
quadrant. Using a power or between sixty and eighty, he discovered and 
catalogued a list or over seventy wide doubles as given in his .. De Novia 
in ooelo stdereo Phoenomenis" and two other papers. Among his discover-
ies were r Andromedae, K Canori, 0( Heroulis, E. Lyrae and /3 Cygni. 
The theory that the members of a multiple star group constituted 
a distinct physical system, was again announced by Michell in 1794, this 
time still more forcibly. However, it remained for Sir William Herschel 
to accumulate the data which was needed to establish the truth or this 
hypothesis. 
Herschel was lured into double star astronomy by the time honored 
problem of finding stellar parallax. He began his career as a musician. 
Being the son of a musician, he was reared to that profession and at the 
age or fourteen entered the band of the Hanoverian Guards as oboist. 
While in London at one ti~e, he is said to have spent all his pay on a 
copy or Locke's "Cn the Ruman Understanding." This proved the stimulus 
to scientific study, and after long days of fourteen to sixteen hours of 
music teaching, his means or support, he would delve into highly scienti-
fic works on mathematics, optics and astronomy. While the study of har-
mony is reputed to have led him to the study or mathematics, he never 
looked back when once he had devoted his interest to the new studies. 
He early vowed that he would never "take anything on trust" in his scien-
tific investigations, nnd later in life he said, "It is sometimes or great 
use in natural philosophy to doubt of things that are commonly taken tor 
granted, especially as the means or resolving any doubt, when once it is 
entertained, nre often within our reach." At first he hired a small re-
flecting telescope, but soon ~e decided to try his hand at manufacturing 
telescopes and purchased the outfit of a quaker optician. The discovery 
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or the planet Uranus in 1761 with a seven-inch reflector of his own con-
struction won him fame and royal patronage. liis appointment as court 
astronomer allowed him, much to his delight, to discontinue his music 
teaching and devote his whole energy to astronomy. He financed his work 
in part by the manufacture and sale of concave mirrors or speculum metal. 
Florian Cajort says in his ''History or Physics", published in 1909, ''To 
improve the •space-penetrating power•, Herschel increased the light-
gathering power by the use or larger mirrors. He experimented in the 
shaping and polishing or concave mirrors with an enthusiasm and skill 
never surpassed. ?.!irrors of 10, 20, 30 feet and finally one of 40 feet 
focal length, left his hnnds. The last, completed in 1789, was four feet 
in diameter and weiehed 2500 pounds." Although 'Bessel, a half century 
later, affirmed that Herschel's instruments "were of little use for pur-
poses or measurement", he admitted that they were "designed to aid vision 
to the utmost." k.n anecdote or a dinner conversation between Eerschel and 
Henry Cavendish shows the superiority or Herschel's instruments over pre-
vious telescopes. Cavendish had asked him if it was really true that the 
stars ns he saw them were perfectly round. "Round as a button," was the 
terse reply, which Cavendish had some difficulty in believing. Previously 
it had been generally accepted that all stars appeared to have rays or 
tails, so distorted were the images formed by the imperfect lenses and 
mirrors of the ttme. Herschel's delight in his instruments ts manifest 
in a paragraph in his paper on stellnr parallax: • "What would Galileo 
say, if he were told that our present opticians make instruments that en-
large the disk of the sun above forty thousand times? \Vhat would even 
Cassini say, if he were to view the first star or Aries which appeared 
• Philosophical Transactions, Vol. LY~~II, P• 82. 
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to him as split in two, through a telescope that will show 1( Coronae 
borealis and h Draconis to be double stars?" 
iVhen over forty years or age, Herschel became seriously interested 
in the problem of finding stellar parallax, which had attracted and bar-
fled astronomers since the tirne or Copernicus. In the "Philosophical 
Transactions of the Royal society of London," under the date of December 
6, 1781, is recorded his discussion of previous notable attempts and the 
setting forth of hts own plan, "to measure the position angle of two 
stars of unequal magnitudes at two opposite points of the earth's orbit." 
Presumably, he supposed that the difference in magnitudes indicated a 
corresponding difference in distances. This led to the search for double 
stars suitable for this work. Thus began his long and famous career in 
double star astronomy. Little did Herschel realize that a paragraph or 
his paper that commented on the failure of his predecessors would apply 
most aptly to his own work. He said in part:• "The method pointed out 
by Gnlileo, and first attempted by nook, Flamstend, ~olineaux and Brad-
ley, of taking distances of stars from the zenith that passed very near 
it, though it failed with regard to parallax, has been productive or the 
most notable discoveries or another nature." He referred to Bradley's 
discovery or aberration. 
The years 1779 - 1784 had been devoted to the discovery and cata-
loguing of an extensive list or double stars and in January, 1782, he 
presented to the Royal Society his first catalogue containing records or 
observations upon "not only double stars, but also those that are triple, 
double-double, quadruple, double treble and multiple." •• His doubles 
were divided into six classes depending upon the sepnration or their 
• Philosophical Trnnsaotions, Vol. LXXII, P• 84. 
••Philosophical Transactions, Vol. L~~I, P• 112. 
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components. His discussion of the accuracy of the observations recorded 
is interesting and highly important:• "The distances of the stars are 
given several different ways. Those that are estimated by the diameter 
can hardly be liable to an error of so much as one quarter or a second; ••• 
Those that are measured by the micrometer, I fear, may be liable to an 
error of almost a whole second; and if not measured with the utmost care, 
to near 2"•" In this case, he referred to single measures, but claims 
that the means or measures taken at various times during two years must 
be true within one-half a second or arc. He continued:• "••••• my last 
new micrometer •••• (as far as in a few months I have been able to find 
out) may be relied on to about one-tenth of a second, when a mean of three 
observations is taken." In a postcript to the catalogue he shows that 
Mayer's observations were far less accurate than his, depending as they 
did in noting the difference in the times or transit or the star and its 
companion. In this catalogue were listed 269 double stars, or which 227 
were discovered by the author. Three years later, in a second catalogue, 
he gives measures or 434 doubles. The next fifteen years were spent in 
the measurement or these pairs in order to find those best suited to 
parallax determinations. 
As a result of these labors, he brought before the Royal society 
on July 1, 1802, a memorable paper anti tled ''Catalogue or 500 new Nebulae, 
nebulous stars, planetary Nebulae; and clusters or stars; with Remarks on 
the Construction or the Heavens.'' Our interest at present centers in the 
latter part or this work. After making the usual distinction between op-
tical and physical doublos, he continued:•• 
• Philosophical Transactions, Vol. LXXII, p. 112 • 
•• Philosophical Transactions, Vol. XCII, P• 477. 
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"It is easy to prove, from the doctrine or gravitation, that two 
stars may be so connected together as to perform circles, or similar el-
lipses, round their common ·center of gravity. In this case they will al-
ways move in directions opposite and parallel to each other; and their 
system, if not destroyed by some foreign cause, will remain permanent •••• 
"Slderial systems take a greater scope, the stars or which they 
are composed move around an empty centre, to which they are nevertheless 
as firmly bound as the planets to their massy one •••• 
"••••• 1 shall soon communicate a series of observations made on 
double stars, whereby it will be seen, that n:any or them have actually 
changed ~r si'tuation with regard to each other, .!!!, !_ progressive course, 
denoting !. periodical revolution~ each other; and that the motion or 
.!PE!! Ef them .!!. direct, while that or others .!!. retrograde•" 
The promised data and an elaborate discussion or the same were 
presented before the Society nearly a year later, on June 9, 1803, under 
the title, "Account of the Changes that have happened during the last 
Twenty-five Years, in the relative Situation or Double stars; with an 
Investigation or the cause to which they are owing." • Here he refers 
to his previously mentioned theories in regard to double stars, and, with 
conscientious logic, adds "but neither of these considerations can be ad-
mitted in proof of the actual existence of such binary combinations." He 
then develops a very complete and logical analysts of the several possi-
bilities. Considerine the three bodies,-- the principal star, its compan-
ion, and the sun, he discusses carefully the effect of the motion or any 
one, two, or all three of these bodies. This method is then rigorously 
applied in the discussi~n or the observed changes in o< Gemtnorum, and it 
is shown that any assumption other than the motion of all three would pre-
• Philosophical Transactions, Vol. XCIII.p. 381. 
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suppose conditions that were either i~possible or highly improbable. 
Speaking of the hypothetical conditions under which the apparent changes 
could occur without binary revolution, he said,-• "But the complicated 
requisites of the motions which have been exposed to our view, must sure-
ly compel everyone who considers them to acknowledge that such a combi-
nation or circumstances involves the highest degree of improbability in 
the accomplishment of its conditions. On the other hand, when a most 
simple and satisfactory explanation of the same phenomena may be had by 
the effects of mutual attraction, which will support the moving bodies 
in a permanent system or revolution round a common center of gravity, 
while at the same time they follow the direction or a proper motion which 
this center may have in space, it will hardly be possible to entertain a 
doubt to which hypothesis we ought to give the preference." A similarly 
elaborate and rigorous discussion was made or the data in each particular 
case or suspected binary character. 
The support or the binary theory by these facts as interpreted by 
such indisputable logic gave a hard jolt to some or the very limited a 
priori conceptions or the universe that were still current. The definite 
establishment of the fact that other solar systems might exist under con-
ditions entirely different from that or ours with its one central sun, 
was a shock which loosened the barriers of thought and gave astronomy a 
great impetus in its course of discoveries or ever increasing moment and 
wonder. 
For nearly forty years, Sir William Herschel r~ been the only 
double star observer. llis deep interest and the unsparing devotion or 
his skillful and versatile energies to this work had accomplished a de-
• Philoaophtoal Transactions, Vol. XCIII. p. 381. 
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finite widening or human knowledge. 
In 1816, John Frederick William Herschel took up the work and 
under his rather's direction began the re-examination or the double stars 
discovered by Sir William. Vlhile Sir John lacked some of the unquenchable 
genius of his father, he had a much wider range or knowledge and attain-
ment. His education and the prestige or his father made it easy tor him 
to occupy a large place in the scientific world. Nevertheless John Her-
Schel was an ardent worker and a brilliant astronomer. From 1821 to 1823 
he worked with James South at the latter's observator.y in London. With 
two telescopes one or ~ inches and the other or 5 inches aperture, ob-
servations were made on 380 double stars. The publication of these mea-
sures won them the Lalande prize or the French Academy and gold medals 
from the Royal Astronomical society. In 1827, Sir John Herschel began 
a series or sweeps with large reflecting telescope, discovering many nebu-
lae and 5,533 double stars, many or which were, however, only optical 
doubles. A valuable piece or work was performed at the Cape or Good Hope 
by Sir John in the latter years of his life in making a survey or the 
southern heavens. Here he discovered and roughly measured over 2,000 
pairs. During his lite, he took a very actlve part in the affairs or 
the Royal Astronomical society, serving at one time as its secretary. 
It is also or interest that he had no small share in the development of 
astronomical photography· The work or Sir John on the determination or 
binary orbits, as set forth below, is also noteworthy. 
Previous to the early part or the nineteenth century, astrono-
mers had conte~ted themselves With simple estimates of binary periods; 
but with the appearance in the "Connnissance des Temps" in 1830 of the 
first method ot determining a binary orbit, a new field or double star 
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astronomy was opened. This method which was originated by Savary in 
1827 was based upon the consideration or tour complete and careful ob-
servations made at different times. The impossibility of securing ex-
tremely accurate observations made this method ill adapted to double 
star orbits. Certain changes were made by Enoke, but it was Sir John 
Herschel who developed the first real workable method. 
On January 13, 1832, there was read before the Royal Astronomi-
cal society a discussion or the orbits or ttrevolving Double stars." 
Herschel says, in part, in duscussing the application of former methods,• 
"l have observed that the uncertainty· of the data directly obtained from 
observation is what constitutes the chief embarrassment in the present 
inquiry ••••• in most cases by employing different combinations or data 
apparently equally deserving of credit, and separated by sufficient in-
tervals of time, we may arrive at orbits of one and the same double star, 
totally differing in every particular; and in nine cases out of ten, it 
is easy, by variations or the observed angle, not greater than what would 
be considered very tolerable limits or error, to pass from orbits highly 
eccentric to others nearly circular, and otherwise to alter entirely the 
whole system or elements deduced •••••• lt is, however, chiefly in the 
measurements of distance tr~t this extreme uncertainty subsists, they 
must one and all be peremptorily excluded from any share of consideration 
in the investigation or elements. I have expressed myself thus decidedly 
on this point, because it appears to me that neither M. Savary nor Prof. 
Encke has been sufficiently impressed with this conviction." 
He ·proceeds to outline a method for combining all the observa-
tions on any binary by a process "euentially graphic." Points are plot-
• l!emoirs of the Royal .Astronomical Society, Vol. V, No. JX. 
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ted. using the observed angular values as ordinates and the corresponding 
times as abscissas, and through these a free-hand curve is drawn. By 
interpolation, it is then possible to find the value of the position 
angle for every tenth or every fifth year, and to obtain from a simple 
relationship the corresponding angular velocities at these same instants. 
These are in turn used in the theoretical computation or a series of dis-
tances which are entirely independent of the observed distances. Then, 
using these computed distances and the interpolated angles, he plots po-
sttions and draws the apparent ellipse on whose dimensions is based the 
numerical computation or the true orbital ellipse. 
As evidence that this stood the test or time, seventeen years 
later, in 1849, there appeared in the Memoirs or the Royal Astronomical 
society an article in which Sir John said• in regard to this method or 
computing orbits that it "continues to appear to me 9 after every con-
sideration I have been able to give to the subject, the most available, 
in its principle, or any which can be employed for that purpose, in the 
present state of our knowledge or the data." He emphasizes the fact that 
there is one, and only one, graphical step that is indispensible, namely, 
the interpolating for angles. 
As instruments were improved and observations became more accu-
rate it became worth while to use more rigorous methods of determining 
orbits. l~adler and Villarceau determined several orbits and made im-
provements on Herschel's method. In 1856, Klinkertues developed very 
elaborate formulae and a method more theoretically correct than any 
preceding one. 
T. J. J. See, in commenting on it, says:• "Klinkerfues took up 
• ~emoirs of the noyal Astronomical Society, Vol. Jrviii, p. 47. 
•• Evolution Stellar 3yste:ns, P• 44. 
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the subject about 1856, and in the course of work on several orbits de-
veloped very elegant formulae and more practical methods than any which 
had been used before. His analytical method is marked by rigor and 
generality, but in the present state or double-star Astronomy is not so 
,, 
practicable as the graphic method treated in section 10. (Section 10 
contains the graphical method of Klinkertues.) 
Later Thiele developed an elegant graphical method, which is 
used in the second part or this thesis. A method of wide generality is 
due to Kowalsky, and a simplified from of it made by Glasenapp has been 
used considerably. Seeliger and Zwiers also have contributed methods. 
s. ~. Burnham is said to have revived William Struve's method 
of graphical determination of the ellipse. In an article published in 
1S94•Burnham argues the advantage or the purely graphical method. He 
says, "If measures of angles and distances were absolutely exact, then 
the analytic method would be perhaps better than any other •••• " He con-
tinues, "in finding the orbit of a double star, we have to deal with 
all sorts of material, and some or it or very indifferent quality. The 
value or the result will largely depend upon the exercise or sound judg-
ment and common-sense. in deciding what to do with observations more or 
less inconsistent with each other. No manipulation or figures by the 
use of elaborate mathematical formulae, no application or the method or 
least squares, or other refinements or investigation will take the place 
or these qualities so necessary in the solution or other every day prob-
lema. To proceed in this manner intelligently, it is necessary to have 
a certain familiarity with the skill, experience, instrumental facilities, 
etas., of the different observers, in order to give each measure used its 
proper bearing." 
• Popular Astronomy, Feb. 1994,- p. 243. 
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Burnham comments on the method of Sir John Herschel and says,• 
"This method to some extent was a combination of the mathematical and the 
graphical, but it sacrificed, as the other so-called graphical methods 
have done, all the special advantages of the latter by the adoption of 
artificial positions for the real measures, and then building a super-
structure upon that imaginary foundation.--- The objection to this and 
all similar plans is that the basis upon which the whole investigation 
must necessarily rest, the actual measures themselves, is entirely lost 
sight or and the subsequent steps may, and generally do rest upon a more 
or less erroneous assumption. It is certain, it seems to me, that noth-
ing can be better to deal with than the real observations as they were 
made, since one can then proceed intelligently with all the data before 
him." 
Burnham then outlines his method of determining an orbit. Actual 
positions are first plotted and then through these positions is drawn the 
apparent ellipse which shall represent the observations best and also 
make the areas covered by the radius vector approximately proportional 
to the tirr.es. He gives some very practical hints about the mechanical 
construction of ellipses. Burnham asserts•• that "The distances of binary 
stars when mea~ed by observers of experience with the micrometer, are 
always better than the angles" and remarks that this should be borne in 
mind while drawing the apparent ellipse. This superiority which is claimed 
here for the measures of the distances exists more particularly in the case 
of real close pairs. The complete method is then outlined and applied in 
finding the elements or the orbit or K Pegasi. 
• ibid. 
•• Popular Astronomy, April, 1894, P• 350. 
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See made use or Burnham's method in a modified form in connec-
tion with the graphical method or Klinkerfues given in his "Evolution 
of Stellar Systems." 
,At the saree time that South and Herschel were awarded their gold 
medals by the Royal Astronomical society, a medal was also awarded to 
William Struve for his .observations made at the Dorpnt Cbservatory. Struve 
had begun his work with only an inferior telescope, but in 1824 Fraunhofer 
completed a 9i-inoh refractor for use at Dorpat. With this instrument, 
which for fifteen years remained supreme as the world's largest refractor, 
Struve made a survey of all the brighter stars from the north pole to 
declination -10°. He must have examined carefully some 120,000 stars. 
In 1827 he published the ''.Dorpat Catalogue of 3,065 Double and Multiple 
Stars," including all the prior double-star discoveries. In 1837 he 
summarized all his observations made since the installation of the new 
refractor in 1824 in "Mensurae lUcrometrical Stellarum duplicium et mul-
tiplioium." This catalogue also contained many measures made by Herschel 
and South, in all giving measures of 3112 double and multiple stars. 
When the large Russian observatory was founded at Poulkowa in 1839, Struve 
was called from Dorpat to become its director. P.e began work with the 
15-inch refractor but in the main was occupied with working out the re-
sults of ror.mer work and in the completion of geodetic operations in which 
he had become interested. 
See, who, even thoueh apparently addicted to hyperbole, we must 
credit in the main, says ·or Struve's \vork that it "will long remain the 
moat important contribution to double-star ast.ronomy ever made by one 
man." He mentions that Struve reformed E:erschel's method of recording 
positions by use of quadrants, introducing the system or polar coordinates, 
and also that he developed a superior classification and arrangement of his 
results. 
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The work or William Struve was continued by his son, Otto, who 
in 1641 and 1642 examined with the Poulkawa refractor all the brighter 
Stars north or the equator, and discovered a large number or close and 
dittioult doubles. During the following half century Otto Struve made 
a most valuable series or observations. In all, over 9,000 double and 
multiple stars were discovered by the two Herschels and the two struves. 
During the th\rty years that followed the publication or the 
Poulkowa catalogue, very few double stars were discovered. This was a 
period or careful observation and measurement. There were many accurate 
and devoted observers, among whom were Madler, Bessel, Dawes, Kaiser, 
Knott, Englemann, Jedrzejewtcz, secohi and above all Baron Dembowski. 
~adler worked at Dorpat from 1834 to 1845 and published his re-
sults in 1847 in "Untersuohunged Uber die Fixsterne-system." Dawes, 
working between 1830 and 1868, published many important lists or measures 
and a catalogue ~n 1867. Baron Dembowski began double star observing 
at Naples in 1852, and between then and 1858, measured al~ the doubles 
or the Dorpat catalogue and four years later measured again all those 
that showed ohnnges in relative position. This wao an especially valu-
able piece or work. 
·see says or Dembowski that though he "worked privately and with 
a small instrument, his measures are core extensive and perhaps more 
accurate than those or any other observer, either living or dead." s. w. 
Burnham who dedicated his first catalogue to Dembowski wrote• or him, 
"Baron Dembowski confined his attention wholly for thirty years to the 
measurement or double stars; and acquired a most remarkable skill in the 
use of the micrometer. In my judgment, no astronomer living or dead, 
• Popular Astronomy, Vol. I, No. 6, p. 244. 
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can rank with Dembowski as an observer with this instrument. It is the 
reward, which comes from the efforts or one, perhaps naturally gifted 
for the work, who preferred to devote all his time and energies to one 
subject, and to the absolute exclusion or every other." 
"A Cycle of Celestial Objects," published by Admiral Smyth in 
1844, is an interesting book, despite the general disrepute into which 
Smyth's measurements earlier seem to have fallen. 
Following these observers came Hall, G. v. Schiaparelli, Duner, 
Tarrant, M. G. Bigourdan, 11. W. Uay, Glasenapp, J. Tebbutt, Stone, G. C. 
Comstock, V. Knorre, Seabroke, Doberck, Perrotin and Hough. 
This great assemblage or observations by such an array of astro-
nomers determined quite definitely the character or motion, if any, in 
the majority of the double stars of the Dorpat and Poulkowa catalogues. 
No great effort was made at discovery or new doubles, for these astrono-
mere held, in the main, that the extensive discoveries or the Herschels 
and the Struves had practically exhausted discoveries in the field to 
which the size of their instruments limited·them. It remained for s. w. 
Burnham, while yet an amateur astronomer, to open the eyes of the astro-
nomical world to what could still be accomplished with a small telescope. 
The obscure beginning, indefatigable energy and rapid develop-
ment or the reviver or double star discoveries, Sherbourne Wesley Burn-
. 
ham, bear a striking similarity to certain phases of the career or Sir 
William Herschel, the rather of double star astronomy. In the introduc-
tion to his first catalogue Burnham tells• of the beginning or his work. 
mwhen in London, about 1861, 1 purchased one of the cheap astronomical 
telescopes introduced about this time. It had a nominal aperture of three 
• A General Catalogue of 1290 Double Stars 
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inches, but was without a finder, and had only the simple alt-azimuth 
mounting, with a common table tripod. It was supplied with a terrestrial, 
as well as astronomical, eyepiece and while it was a good instrument for 
landscape use, it was or little value for astronomical purposes. Some 
years later I obtained a 3i-inch telescope, with an Ertglish object glass, 
mounted equatorially by Fitz on a portable stand. This was just good 
enough to be or some use, and poor enough, so tar as its optical power 
was concerned, to make something better more desirable than ever. In 
1869 I accidentally met ~~. Alvan G. Clark in Chicago, on his return 
from Iowa, where he had been to observe the total eclipse or that year, 
and made some inquiries of him about a small equatorial. This interview 
resulted in my ordering from the celebrated fir.m of Alvan Clark & Sons 
an equatorial or six inches aperture. I told them what I wanted and what 
I wanted it for. Every detail was left entirely to their judgment, 
stipulating only that its definition should be as perfect as they could 
make it, and that it should do on double stars all that it was possible 
for any instrument of that aperture to do.--- A~ attention for some 
reason or other, which I am unable to explain, had been almost exclusive-
ly directed to double stars previous to this while using the smaller 
telescope referred to. This preference was not in any sense a matter 
or judgment as to the most desirable or profitable department of astrono-
mical work, or the result or any special deliberation upon the subject. 
It came about naturally, without any effort or direction on my part." 
The splendid character or this new instrument, together with 
Burnhnm's acute vision, boundless interest and excellent judgment, earned 
him a place or rare honor in double-star astronomy. To him it .was an 
avocation to spend his evenings hunting for new double stars. His first 
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catalogue, published in 1873, contained Sl newly discovered pairs, and 
0 his "General catalogue or Double ~tars within 121 or the North Pole," 
published by the carnegie Institution or Washington in 1906, credits him 
with the discovery or 1338 double stars. With the recognition of his 
zeal and ability oaree opportunities to work at some of the largest and 
best equipped observatories in the world. He observed at Dearborn Ob-
servatory and at Washburn Observatory. From 1888 to 1892 he was attached 
·to the Lick Observatory starr, using the 36-inoh instrument on Mt. Hamilton. 
He worked with the 40-inoh telescope at the Yerkes Observatory and in 1902 
became Professor or Practical Astronomy at Chicago and Astronomer at the 
Yerkes Observatory. It was typical of this energetic worker to carry on 
both these duties though the observatory was seventy miles from Chicago. 
In 1894, as a result or his discoveries, Burnham was awarded a gold medal 
by the Royal Astronomical Society. In this same year he wrote,• "The 
way to the front is a long one, and there is no royal road. A life-time . 
is much too short." 
It is interesting that while Herschel's work had been accomplished 
entirely with reflecting telescopes, Burnham, on the contrary, worked 
only with refractors. In summarizing Burnham's discoveries in 1900, 
w. J. Hussey said thnt he had with his six-inch refractor, by Clark, 
discovered more double stars than with any other instrument. At that 
time Burnham had discovered 690 pairs whose components were not more than 
2" apart, while or all the 9,000 discovered previous to 1870, only 680 
pairs had been such close doubles. ln acknowledging, in his catalogue, 
his indebtedness toR. G. Aitken, Eric Doolittle and Professor w. J. 
Hussey, Burnham calls to our attention these three men as notable modern 
double-star workers. 
• Popular Astronomy, Vol. I, r.o. 6, P• 244. 
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Burnham's epoch-making series or discoveries in the northern 
skies was paralleled to some extent by the work or R. F. A. Innes on the 
southern stars. 
Among the more recent observers should be mentioned T. J. J. See 
who has been an energetic double-star observer and computer. He was 
placed in charge of an expedition sent out by the Lowell Observatory to 
make a survey or the southern heavens in search or double stars and nebu-
lae, and in the Astronomical Journal ror 1898 there appears "Discoveries 
and ~easures or Double and Multiple Stars in the southern Hemisphere." 
Hussey reports him as having discovered approximately 500 new doubles 
before 1900. His "Researches on the Evolution or the Stellar Systems," 
which appeared in 1896, contains a masterly summary or the most important 
mathematical work relative to the determination or orbits, followed by 
the working or the orbits or forty binaries, using the best data then 
obtainable. In a general discussion or these orbits, See points out that 
in binary orbits a high eccentrtot ty is a "fundamental law or nature," 
and that in every case the masses or the components are "comparable and 
frequently almost equal•" He says that the orbit or ?' Virginia has a 
greater eccentricity than that or any other known binary. His investiga-
tion of the positions or the binary orbital planes relative to the Gal-
lactic plane reveals that there is no apparent relationship. 
With the construction or telescopes or ever increasing aperture 
and resolving power, many odd facts in regard to peculiar binaries are 
being revealed. An odd phenomenon being that or small companions appar-
ently tawed along close to larger stars without sensible revolution. 
This peculiarity was noted in~ Pegasi by Struve and Burnham, and in 
~ Toucani by Innes. See commented on the dull lustre or many or the 
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small companions. Bessel made striking predictions that Sirius and 
Procyon had companions not then visible, basing his assertion upon the 
apparent undulatory motion of these stars. His prediction in regard to 
Sirius was fulfilled by the discovery, made by Clark in 1862, of a close 
tenth magnitude companion with a period of approximately fifty years. 
Professor Shaeberle at Lick in 1896 discovered a thirteenth magnitude 
star revolving about Procyon in approximately forty years. When Mayer 
saw ~ Canori as a double star in 1756, we suspect ·that be little realized 
how muoh greater complexities future telescopes and instruments would re-
veal in that stellar system. As an example or one of the fairly well known 
multiple stars ~ Canori is or interest. Herschel in 1781 had shown the 
larger or the two components to be itself a double star. The cycloidal 
motion of the minor component was demonstrated by seeliger to be due to 
an obscure companion. The system is then one of two bright stars in mu-
tual revolution, rotating in approximately 700 years as a sub-system about 
a common center of gravity with another pair likewise themselves in mutual 
revolution, one of these latter being invisible. According to obsorva-
. tiona made on ~ Equulei in 1900 by Aitken at the Lick Observatory, Hus-
sey calculated tho period as 5.7 years, the shortest known visual binary 
period at that time. 
In February, 1915, R. G. Aitken and w. J. Hussey ended a survey 
ot visual doubles which began sixteen years earlier. This survey, though 
made for statistical study, incidentally included the discovery of 2,972 
new double stars by Aitken and 1,328 by Hussey. The survey extended from 
0 the north pole to -14 declination for the winter half or the sky, and to 
-22° for the summer halt. Over seventy-four percent of the new stars had 
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their components not more than 2" apart and in nearly thirty percent the 
separation did not exceed .5"• Aitken says that or the 100,979 stars or 
the ninth magnitude or brighter, north or the equator, as given by the 
Bonner Durchmusterung, 5,400 were round to be visual doubles. Hence ap-
proximately one star in eighteen is seen ns. double in a 36-inch telescope. 
He mentions that the percentage or double stars is greater in the Milky 
Way than elsewhere. Also he says that if among the stars or any given 
magnitude, all the kn~ double stars are grouped according to the sepa-
ration or their components the number or doubles seems to depend upon 
the distance or sepnration or components and is greater where the sepa-
ration "is small. * ln regard to their spectra, Aitken says,- "Visual dou-
ble stars show a strong preference tor spectral classes A and F, and are 
rarely found amona stars or v~ry early or very late type or spectra. The 
distribution or the stars in general among the various .spectral classes 
must, however, be kept in mind in this discussion." 
When Sir William Huggins in 1868 applied the Doppler principle 
in spectroscopic observations to determine radial stellar motion by die-
placement or the Fraunhofer lines, there was discovered a powerful means 
or extending the boundaries or astronomical knowledge. lt hns been men-
tioned as a rare coincidence that Young's lecture on the "Theory or Light 
and Colors" should have appeared in the same volume or the Philosophical 
Transactions or the Royal Society of London, as did Sir William Herschel's 
announcement or the mutual revolution or certain double stars. The first 
spectroscopic double was discovered at Harvard Observatory in 1889, when 
it was observed that the photographed spectrum or ~ Ursae Uajoris revealed 
the presence or a companion whose period was estimated by Dr. Vogel at 
• Popular Astronomy, r.ov. 1915. 
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slightly more than twenty days. The spectroscope has revealed . invisible 
companions to many other stars. The pole star has in addition to its 9.5 
magnitude companion an invisible companion whose period is three days. 
The spectroscopic observations or Frost and Adams at the Yerkes Observa-
tory on the brighter helium stars showed that two-fifths or them were close 
doubles. In J3 Cephei, a star or spectral class B, the period was appar-
ently only 4.5 hours. Similar observations in both himisphers with D. o. 
Mills' spectrograph have shown that on the average one-fourth or the bright 
stars are double or multiple. The proportion of spectroscopic binaries 
discovered is greatest in spectral class B and decreases toward class M, 
where the components grow more widely separated and slower in revolution. 
w. w. Campbell has combined this very certain preference of both 
visual and spectroscopic doubles for certain spectral classes with the 
Darwin-Poincare tidal theories or stellar evolution to show the relative 
ages of the spectral classes asserting that the close doubles are the 
younger. Campbell criticizes unfavorably these tidal theories as applied 
to the earth-moon system, but s~s,• also, "that masses larger on t~e 
average than our Sun, composing highly attenuated stars, have divided 
I 
each into two masses to ror.m many or most or our double stars, I firmly 
believe." This theory, which is primarily due to Darwin, is that a ro-
tating mass of fluid becomes unstable and separates gradually, the two 
parts at first rotating in contact, gradually the tidal rorces cause re-
cession. There is actual evidence in the early spectral variables of the 
/3 Lyrae type that would indicate two components rotating in contact. 
Their variation is continuous. The hundred or more known variables of 
the Algol type are typical or the appear~nce or any double star in whose 
• Scientific Monthly, Dec. 1915. 
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orbital plane we might be located. Campbell also s~s,•- "The fo~ation 
or double stars, therefore, is not a sporadic process; it is one of the 
straightforward results or the evolutionary process." 
Future investigators with the superior amount or data available 
will probably discove~ many wider binaries. The uncertainties or the 
measured prope~ motions means that these wide doubles can be identified 
only by observations extending over a very long range or time. Since 
very reliable measurements of distances may be made from photographic 
plates where the objects are well separated, it would appear that this 
would be a very convenient method for future discovery or wide binaries. 
Before concl~ding this section, it should be mentioned that Eric 
Doolittle is at work on an extension of Burnham's General catalogue or 
Double stars. In December, 1916, he announced that the work was two-
thirds completed, and would be ready in about two years from that tirne. 




THE OR13IT OF r VIRGINIS by THIELE'S GRAPHICAL METHOD. 
1'virginis was discovered to be a double star by Bradley in 1718. 
Further observations demonstrated that it was a true binary. Otto Struve 
studied the reported variation in relative brilliancy and derived results 
that led him to conclude that it was useless to attempt such a study in 
the atmosphere of Poulkowa. The American Ephemeris now records the mag-
nitude or each or the components at 3.7. Burnham mentions in the notes 
to his General Catalogue of Double Stars within 121° or the North Pole 
that "The taint star C was added with the 36-inoh." He makes no mention 
here or the rourth member or the system, whose position is given in the 
following measures for ~ Virginia quoted from his general catalogue 
proper. 
& /' Magnitude Epoch Cbserver Notes 
277~9 2~37 3.0 - 3.0 1825.32 !l6 A and B) 
) A B 
159.4 53.12 - 14.5 1889.30 /33 A and C) 
)yellow-
8e.o 102.78 -:._11.6 1880.27 /3 3 B and D) ish 
It would appear then that each or the two main componenta has 
a small companion. 
This being the case/the orbit which we seek is the path or the 
center or gravity orB and D relative to the center or gravity or A 
and c. 
In Table I are given the published observations or the position 
angle and dtstanoe or the two main components obtained by practically 
all or the reliable observers since the time of Bradley. 
Since precession causes an apparent change in the position angle, 
the observations were all·reduced to 1917.0 as a standard epoch. This 
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was accomplished by adding to each observed angle the corre~tion obtained 
from the formula,- IJ{) = 0.0055712 sin 0( sec 8 X t where "t" is the time 
in yeare between the epoch of observation and 1917.0. In making these 
corrections, values were computed as given in the table that follows: 






From this table, the corrections were interpolated. 
In computing the above table, the following positions 
were used: 
ex s 
Auwer's Bradley 1755.0 12h 29m 15~53 -00 6' 7':2 
Greenwich Twelve-Year 1640.0 12 33 33.31 -0 34 15.49 
Catalogue 
Glasgow Catalogue 1670.0 12 35 4.39 -0 44 9.56 
Boss, P. G. " 1900.0 12 36 35.561 -o 54 3.77 
American Ephemeris 1917.0 12 37 27.290 -o 59 39.62 
From the data in Table I two plots were made. Observations were 
plotted in the first by points whose ordinates represented the corrected 
position nngles and whose abscissas represented the time of observation. 
In the second plot the measured distances were represented by ordinates 
and epochs or observation by abscissas, as before. Through these points 
were drawn smooth curves that seemed to most nearly represent the indi-
vidual measures which are often quite discordant. Later it was found 
necessar,y to redraw the position angle curve. From this curve the epochs 
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corresponding to position angles of every five degrees were interpolated. 
The curve was then "smoothed" by making such small reviSions of the in-
terpolated times as were necessary to make the first, second and third 
differences vary regularly. 
The distances of the components at various epochs were then com-
puted, as in the method of Sir John Herschel, giving values that were 
entirely independent of the observed distances. This method is based on 
Kepler's law or equal areas. Let A8 be a small angle described in the 
time t, andjO be the distance at the beginning of the interval 4 t. 
Then the area described by the radius vector in the time .J.. .. e Ll t is 2 f>/J. • 
Since the limit or;o~~ must be constant for all parts of the orbit, it 
follows that;o~ must vary directly as the limit of 1~ . L\6 As used is 
constant, being alw~ys 5° and At is the first difference or the epochs 
corresponding to values or (} tor every· 5o. The lirnit. or Ll t is given 
by the tormula,-
:a. 3 
At= ...L (.Jl.!_Mt .llt •••••••• ) 
l\6 Ae ( 1 2 3 ) 
The limit of A t is found with sufficient accuracy for any epoch by 
the method used in Table I; namely,.taking the mean or the two inter-
vale between which the given epoch lies. The true values or the distance, 
jO , are then directly proportional to the values or J~ . 
In the problem at hand a more convenient arbitrary unit was ob-
tained by introducing a constant factor which did not alter the propor-
tional relationship or the computed distances to the true distances. 
·Distances on this arbitrary scale were computed, as shown in Table II, 
from the formula,- r = loofiif· 
To find the value in seconds or the arbitrary unit in which r 
is measured, the following method was employed. In Table II values orr 
are computed corresponding to position angles for every ten degrees. 
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From the distance interpolating curve were read a number or distances 
corresponding to certain or the epochs or Table II tor which r had been 
computed. In the following table is given the comparison ot these com-
puted values of r and the corresponding values or the distances as in-
terpolated from the curve drawn to represent the observed distances. 
t r 
25° 1840.90 1';43 40.13 
15 1842.94 1.77 51.77 
5 1846.51 2o4l 69.00 
355 1852.88 3.15 92.74 
345 1864.65 4.23 126.89 
335 1885.66 5.44 159.00 
181!43 539.53 
Comparing the sums or the values of p and r, one second of arc 
is equal to 29.28 '·arbitrary units in which values or r are given. 
Since in the graphical solution or the orbit one or these arbitrary units 
is represented by 2 mm., a distance or one second or arc is represented 
by 5.856 em. 
For convenience in plotting, values ot r and 6 were, in Table II, 
converted into rectangtilar coordinates, using the formulae,-
X : r COS e 
Using the position or the principal component as the origin or 
axes, point A on the diagram, the positions or the secondary component 
were plotted. These positions should lie on an ellipse, tor the true 
orbit is, according to theory, an ellipse, and an ellipse alw~s projects 
into an ellipse. The positions as tirst plotted, although in the main · 
lying close to an ellipse, come far from satisfying any possible ellipse 
near the position or apparent periastron. Since it is a fUndamental 
principle that a double star orbit is elliptical, it was necessary to 
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redraw the interpolating curve and repeat the subsequent computation 
until the plotted positions should all lie on some ellipse. This ellipse, 
having tool F and F' and center C in the diagram, represents the apparent 
orbit. The fool were found only attar many trial locations• 
The position of the principal star must be the projection or the 
focus of the true orbital ellipse, and the center of the apparent ellipse 
must be the projection of the center or the real orbit. Therefore, the 
line through A and c represents the projected major axis of the orbit. 
The problem at hand is to find the following seven elements of 
the true ellipse: 
(1)~ , the angle between the line or nodes and some fixed line, 
in this case the axis or abscissas which represents the meridian through 
the main component. 
(2) i, the inclination or the plane or the true orbit to the 
plane or the apparent ellipse. 
(3) e, the eccentricity of the orbital ellipse. 
(4) a, the semi-major axis or the orbit. 
(5) At the angle between the line or nodes and the line to 
periastron, or the line or apsides. 
(6) T, the time or periastron passage. 
(7) P, the period or revolution. 
These facts are obtained by a method devised by Thiele. The 
harmonic mean or the two segments into which the focus divides aDy focal 
chord of an ellipse is constant and equal to the semilatus rectum. In 
other words, a circle with a radius equal to the semi-latus rectum or 
any ellipse, with its center at the focus, will out orr on any focal 
chord a distance from the focus that will be the harmonic mean between 
the segments or that focal chord. This is called the harmonic circle. 
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· When the ellipse and harmonic circle are projected upon an oblique 
plane, the ellipse projects into an ellipse, and the harmonic circle pro-
jects into an ellipse called the harmonic ellipse. The major axis or the 
harmonic ellipse is then equal to the latus rectum or the orbital ellipse, 
and its direction is the line or nodes. Furthermore, in the harmonic el-
lipse, the ratio or the semi-minor axis to the semi-major axis is equal 
to the cosine or the inclination or the plane or the orbit. 
In actual construction, the harmonic ellipse is found by taking 
the harmonic means or the segments or a number or chords which pass through 
A, the projected focus. Such values laid orr as distances from A on their 
corresponding chords will give points on the projection or the harmonic 
circle, since the ratios among the segments or any one line are not 
changed by projection. Accordingly, the points 1 and 2 on the diagram 
were round by calculating the harmonic mean between the y intercepts 
ot the apparent ellipse. The y intercepts were -14.4 and -57.2, and 
the harmonic mean is 14.4 x 57.2 or 23.01. This distance, laid orr 
57.2 t 14.4 
2 
above and below the projected focus, gave the points 1 and 2. Similarly, 
the x intercepts are 179.8 and -13.6, and the harmonic mean is 
13.6 x 79.8 or 23.24. 
13.6 + 79.8 
2 
The two points where the harmonic ellipse cuts the apparent el-
lipse are the extremities or the focal chord whose segments are equal, 
tor this is the projection or the latus rectum. 
Through these six points with the projected focus A as center, 
the harmonic ellipse was drawn after the trial or many pairs or root. 
Then from measurements on this harmonic ellipse, certain elements or the 
orbit are obtained. 
- ------ --------------
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~' the angle which the major axis makes with the X axis, as 
measured with a protractor, is 4lo 57! 
The minor axis is 8.82 em. and the major axis 9.85 em. Hence 
cos i a e.82 and i - 26° 26' 10". 
9.85 
The chord through A and C is the projected major axis or the 
orbital ellipse. The ratio orCA to CN is unaltered by projection, 
and hence gives the eccentricity for CA = ae and CN : a. CA: 17.40 em, 
CN' = 19.75 om, _.,!: ll.!.!Q. : ~ 
19.75 
The semi-major axis or the true ellipse is round from the formula 
where L is the semi-latus rectum, or semi-major axis or 
the harmonic ellipse. L = 4.92 em. a = 4.92 = 21.96 em. or, 
1 - .776 
since 5.856 em. represents a distance or one second or arc,- a = 3~75 
The angle, ). , which the line or apsides makes with the line 
or nodes, is round from the following relationship,--
tan i\ = seo i tan (A' - n ) 
' where A is the angle which the projected major axis or the orbital el-
lipse makes with the X axis. 
'A' = 141° 18', tan ;\ : seo 26° 26' lO"~!tan ( 141° 18' - 41°57') 
= 278° 2312 or 98° 23!2 
From the interpolating curve and also from the data obtained from 
it in Table II, it is apparent that perihelion passage occurred at ap-
proxt~ately 1836.50. 
The period, T, is round basically rrom Kepler's law that the 
area described by the radius vector is proportional to the time. 
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Given the above ellipse representing the true orbit of a star 
that revolves about the star A as main component. If "t" is the inter-
·val in which the secondary star travels from l.! to P in its orbit, then 
the ratio of "t" to "P", the period or a complete revolution, is equal 
to the ratio of the area MAP to the area of the entire ellipse. Since 
the area of an ell ipse having semi-axes, a and b, is If ab, we bave 
the following proportion: 
t : P : :&lAP : TT ab 
It the interval "t" and the area l.!AP were known, the period could be 
computed, since the ellipse is given. However, the area MAP is not 
readily calculated from its projection with which we must deal. 
The problem is much simplified by a method of construction that 
instead of areas will give line segments that are directly proportional 
to the time. The auxiliary circle is so related to the ellipse that if 
the point Q is the point on it corresponding to P, namely in the same 
ordinate with P, the following relationships exist: 
MAP : l!AQ : 
TTab TTa .. 
~CQ - ACQ 
rra'-
If "U" ts the measure of the angle ACQ in radians, then 
_t_: l:.CQ - ACQ : f. u a2 - ! ae a sin u 
p rra'" 7T82 
= a u - e sin u 2 ita 
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X' 
In the above figure, the curve BVX is the sine curve, so that 
the ordinate or any point as V is equal to the sine or the angle ACQ, 
and the abscissa is equal to the length or the arc BQ. In particular, 
OX equals 7T a, the length or the arc or the quadrant BOU. The sine 
2 
curve may be extended to the left or BO, and will out the major axis 
line at a point x' whose distance from C will equal the distance, ox. 
As in the previous figure, Q is the point on the auxiliary circle 
corresponding to p. QV is then drawn parallel to CM' which gives the 
point V on the sine curve, which corresponds to the point' p. VN is 
drawn parallel to BO. A line drawn from v parallel to the focal radius, 
BA, outs XX' in the point n. As P moves in true orbital velocity, the 
movement or H on the line XX' is uniform and in direct proportion to 
the time. 
Since "u" is the circular measure or the angle MOQ, X'll equals 
au. From the similar triangles, it follows that 
HN : VN = AO : BO = ae : a = e 
Since _![_ : sin u or VN = a sin u, 
CQ 
but X'H = X'N - HN therefore 
HE' a ae sin u 
-10-
l 
X'H = au - ae sin u. 
XX' is equal to the semicircmnference or 7T a. 
Substituting these values in the proportion derived above, 
nan:ely,--
_t_ : a ( u - e sin u 
p 2 rra 
it follows that,--
t - X'H ---~~ P 2XX' 
It is thus possible by simple construction to find a point in the 
orbit corresponding to any given date or vice versa. Furthermore, the 
period may be round from the final proportion stated above, if the inter-
val "t" 1a known; for X'H may be determined by construction and XX' 
is known in any given case. 
This construction, which is here discussed in relation to the real 
ellipse, may with proper modifications be applied to the projected ellipse 
in our particular problem. 
To obtain the projection of the auxiliary circle or the orbital 
ellipse, the following method was employed. Its projected center is known 
to lie at the center or the apparent ellipse, and its axes must be paral-
lel to the axes of the harmonic ellipse, since both are the projections 
of circles. Also the ratio or the axes in the auxiliary ellipse will be 
equal to that in the harmonic ellipse. cr. and CM are projections or 
radii, one in each circle, and since they are in the same straight line, 
the ratio is unaltered by projection, hence we have the value of the con-
stant ratio between the corresponding parts ot the two ellipses. The 
following ~ensures were made: 
AU a 4.42 em. Aa = 4.92 em. 
CN = 19.75 em. Ab = 4.41 em, 
-11-
Then since AM : CN = Aa CD 
it is round that CD = 21.98 em., and CE = 19.71 em. These distances 
were laid orr on lines through C parallel to Aa and Ab, the semi-axes or 
the harmonic ellipse, giving the tour intercepts or the auxiliary ellipse 
on its axes. Through these rour points was drawn the ellipse which was 
perforce tangent to the apparent ellipse at the points where it was out 
by the projected major axis. 
A diameter, TCT', was drawn in the auxiliary, parallel to the 
projected latus rectum, and through T and T' lines were drawn parallel 
to CM. On these lines were taken segments TY and T'Y' which should be 
equal to the projection or lines equal to arcs or quadrants or the real 
auxiliary circle. TY and T'Y' are equal and their length is round from 
the following proportion: 
TY: err = _n: : 1, the ratio or parallel lines being 
2 
unaltered by projection. The length or CN is known to be 19.75 em, 
hence TY = 31.02 em. 
The projected sine curve is constructed by plotting points tor 
angles or every 10°. This·was graphically accomplished by dividing the 
lines TY and T'Y' into nine equal parts, thus finding points which 
marked the extremities or line segments equal to the projected lengths 
or arcs or the angles or the quadrant tor every 10°. These are used as 
abscissas on the oblique projected axes and the ordinates were the pro-
ducts or CT by the sines or the corresponding angles as found in the 
following table: 
TT' = 43.90 om., CT • 21.95 em. 
-12-
TT' : 43.90 em., CT = 21.95 em. 
200 eoo 
log sin 9.23967 9.53405 9.69897 9.80807 9.88425 9.93753 9.97299 9.99335 
log 21.95 -1~·3~4_1_4_3 ____________________________________________ __ 
log y 0.58110 0.87548 1.04040 1.14950 1.22568 1.27896 1·31442 1.33478 
y 3.81 em. 7.51 10.97 14.11 16.81 19.01 20.63 21.62 em. 
The values were taken both as positive and negative ordinates, and through 
the points thus plotted smooth curves · TOX and TO'X wore drawn. These 
are, then, the projections of the sine curves. 
The earliest known point on the apparent ellipse as constructed 
is P, corresponding to the date 1793.39. P' is the latest known point 
and corresponds to the epoch 1885.33. The known interval between these 
epochs, "t", is then 91.94 years. 
The point H was round as follows. A line was drawn through P 
parallel to CT', cutting the auxiliary ellipse in Q, and through Q a 
line was drawn parallel to ex. This line out the sine curve at o. 
Through 0 in turn a line was drawn parallel to the rocal radius AT', 
intersecting XX' at H. 
A similar construction gave H' corresponding to P'• 
By measurement,- X7.' = 61.97 em. 
X'H = 30.07 em. 
X'H' = 32.62 em. 
From the application or the relationship set forth above,-
or 




P = 191.768 years, 
-13-
The elements obtained tor the orbit are, then,--
Q = 410 57' 
1 = .260 .26' 10" 
e = .eel 
a = 3~75 
). 
= 278° .23!.2 
T = 1836.50 
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3tW. 7 1 
310.7 1 
318.9 1 
324.4 6. 50 T. !.lc.yer II II IT lf 
9. 8 C • I.:c:.yer See - Rv. St. SyE. 
v.n. - J?h.Tr.l782 
J.H.& So.-Ph.Tr.l824 
Yl.H.-Ph. Tr.1803 
310.6 7.333 ~- Herschel 
310.6 








J .H. -Hem.l831 
VI. 1I. -l?h. Tr .1803 
n 1l 1l 

















268.28 268.2 - 1.782 
2.22 
262.1 262.0 
262.10 262.0 - 1.586 
258.4 258.3 6-2 1.99 
257.2 257._1 1_0-6 ____ _h74 
IT IT See - Ev. st. Sys. 
J.Herschel&SouthJ.H.& So.-l?h.Tr.l824 
U. Struve J.H.-J?h.Tr. 1831 
Amici & Ze.ch J.H.& So.-Ph.Tr.l824 
ri. Struve \f.S.-Ast.lTe.ch.}ll2,Nr.280 























J.H.- Hem. 1831 
n II II 
R.u.B.-Ast.lJuch.B,lO,Hr.240 
See - Ev. St. Sys. 









r 31.36 260.92 260.8 - 1.492 W. Stntve VT .3. -Ast.ITc.ch. B.12, Nr. 280 ! 32.27 250.2 250.1 18-1 1.21 J. Herschel See - Ev. St. Sys. 
32.30 249.9 249.8 9-4 1.33 Davies IT II " " 32.52 253.50 253.4 
-
1.262 ~-1. Struve W.S.-Ast.Ha.ch.~12,1Tr.280 
33.20 241.8 241.7 12-3 1.41 J. Herschel See - Ev. St. Sys. 
33.24 244.9 244.8 1 1.14 Bessel :r If " IT 33.35 236.4 236.3 
- -
Beer u. 1Uld1er B~J:-Ast. Hac h. B)-2, Hr. 280 
33.36 240.1 240.1 8-2 1.14 Dawes See - Ev. St. Sys. 
33.37 245.53 245.4 
-
1.056 W. Struve \1. s. -Ast.l!ach. BJ-2, lTr. 280 
34.29 227.3 227.2 8 
-
Dawes See - Ev. St. Sys. 
34.34 214.8 214.7 
- - Beer u. Lil!dler B,&M':"Ast. Hac h. Bl2, Hr. 280 
34.37 223.1 223.1 8-1 1.51 J. Herschel See - Ev. St. Sys. 
34.38 231.66 231.6 
-
0.912 W. Struve ';1. S. -Ast. Irach.l112, Hr. 280 I\) 
• 34.54 214.9 214.8 6 - J. Herschel See - Ev. St. Sys. 
34.84 213.6 213.5 
-
0.55 n. Struve rl.S.-Ast.1Tr!.ch.Bl2,1Tr.280 
35.11 201.5 201.4 8 - J. Herschel See - Ev. St. Sys. 
35.31 200.0 199.9 
-
0.64 rl. Struve r/.S.-Ast.Hach.IP.2,lir.280 
35.38 195.48 195.4 
-
0.514 IT II It ,, n II " 35.39 195.2 195.1 1 0.57 Scnf:f See - Ev. St. Sys. 
35.42 197.1 197.0 1 - 0. Struve If 
36.28 169.5 169.4 2 
-
Do.:rres If 
36.41 151.6 151.5 3 0.26 \"1 .- Struve 
" 36.41 158.7 158.6 2 - 0. " 
,, I 1-3 
1 ~ 36.41 153.8 153.7 1 - Se.bler TT \ ..... 36.59 113.9 113.8 - - Encke " CD 36.59 117.5 117.4 
- l!ttdler II .... - . 




t Oo (}' IJ f' Observers Source 
1837.41 77.9 77.8 6 0.58 0. Struve See - Ev. St. Sys. 
37.41 78.5 78.4 1 0.67 Enoke IT 
37.41 77.9 77.8 1 
- Ar,;e1o.nder IT 





1.24 Lanont ll 
38.40 51.9 51.8 
-
0.86 \7. Struve " 38.43 51~1 51.0 - o.eo· o. IT TT 
38.43 49.2 49.1 3:1: 0.83 Gc.11 e U: Il!!dler " 
39.31 34.6 34.5 2-1 1.26 DavieS " 39.35 35.5 35.4 5 1.30 Galle " C>1 40.26 27.9 27.8 37-24 1'.30 Kaiser " • 
40.38 25.5 25.4 11-7 1.24 Da\7eS II 
40.45 26.4 26.3 5 1.31 0. Struve " 41.19 ~20~·9 20.8 2 1.42 Challis " 41.34 20.0 19.9 7-5 1.58 Dav{es " 41.35 20.1 20.0 12-:-11 1.73 .W!d1er lT 
41.41 22.4 22.3 4 1.63 o. Struve "-
42.21 16.6 16.5 7-5 1.58 1.Il!dler II 1-'3 
42.34 17.4 17.3 - 1.67 llain " g. ... 42.35 17.6 17.5 - 1.83 Airy IT «» 
42.35 12.2 12.1 2 1.85 Cha.llis TT .... 
• 42.38 14.9 13.8 9-5 1.73 Dawes " 42.41 17.1 17.0 4 1.86 0. Struve " 
42.82 1·1. 5 14.4 - 1.76 Kaiser II 
42.88 14.7 14.7 6-1 1.84 Mlidler " 
43.30 o. 7. 0.6 1 2.05 Challis " 
I 43.35 12.0 11~9 7 1.77 I.IUdler n 43.39 13.6 13.5 - 2.08 I.Iain II 
L :1:-3.40 12.2 12.1 llD-:-5,_ 1._ 8_:?_ --. DavT_es If --·---- --- ---- - ---
-- -·-----·-
43.48 11.4 11.3 
-
2.45 Encke IT 
44.33 9.0 8.9 1 2.63 Challis n 
4·'1 .34 2.9 2.8 - 2.20 :1ichardson IT 
44.36 8.9 8.8 8-7 2.06 Lit!dler " 44.38 8.6 8.5 
-
2.27 Encke IT 
45.28 8.9 8.8 - 2.41 " n 45.34 5.4 5.3 - 2.10 Smyth Sm.- I.Iem. 1845 
45.37 7.0 6.9 - - lllidler See - Ev. St. Sys. 
45.46 4.5 4.4 2 2.23 0. Struve ,, 
46.28 5.0 4.9 
- -
Hind ,, 
46.32 2.2 2.1 - 2.89 Jacob Jacob - Liem. 1848 
46.39 6.3 6.2 - 2.25 l.Iain See - Ev. St. Sys. 
46.39 2.9 2.8 2 2.35 0. Struve :y ~ 
• 46.49 4.1 4.0 1 1.83 I.Iitchel1 I! 
46.90 3.8 3.7 2 2.45 Dawes " 47.07 1.9 1.8 
-
2.62 Hind IT 
. 
47.35 2.5 2.4 8 2.40 Da\7eS II 
47.41 13.0 12.9- - 2.37 I.Iain " 
47.42 :.:2.5 2.4 3 2.40 0. Stntve " 47.56 2.5 2.4 1 3.09 Ili tell ell " 1-3 
47.94 359.9 359.8 - 2.88 Jacob Jtrcob - l.Iem. 1848 g. 
48.34 360.8 360.7 7-6 2.71 Ultd1er See - Ev. St. Sys. .... «» 
48.37 360.6 360.5 9 2.62 Davies " .... 
48.43 359.1 359.0 3 2.55 0. Struve II • 
48,45 360.4 360.3 2 2.60 ':1. C • & G .:P • B. " 48.45 360.6 360.5 1 2.80 Jli tchell " 
48.48 360.5 360.4 2-3 2.60 I.l:ain " 
49.35 359.0 358.9 5-4 2.85 Davies " 49.41 352.9 352.8 2 2.64 0. Struve II 
i 
L_ ---
--·- -- --~-- ---- -------- . 
1: flo (J' n I" Observers Source 
1849.45 359.8 359.7 2 3.0 rl.C.& G.P.B. See - Ev. St. Sys. 
49.50 357.0 356.9 3 2.92 Uain IT 
50.23 359.7 359.6 8 2.85 Johnson ,, 
50.30 358.0 357.9 2 2.90 Jacob " 
50.30 357.5 357.4 3 2.90 Hartnu:p ,, 
50.36 356.7 356.6 6-3 2.95 Fletcher II 
50.39 355.Z 355.1 4 2.74 0. Struve ,, 
50.42 359.1 359.0 1 - !·i:.!!dler lT 
50.48 359.7 359.6 4 2.94 Uo.in " 
51.17 356. 8 . 356. 7 4 2.92 Philpot IT U1 • 
51.19 357.7 357.6 2 3.12 Jacob " 
51.28 357.9 357.8 4 2.99 Jlttdler " 
51.36 356.3 356.2 3 3.04 Uo.in " 
51.40 356.0 355.9 6 3.05 Fletcher " 51.40 356.5 356.4 5 2.99 Dawes " 51.42 353.0 352.9 3 2.88 0. Stru.ve " 51.47 355.9 355.8 3-1 3.04 Miller " 8 51.98 356.4 356.3 4-3 3.30 W!dler " ~ 52.24 355.5 355.4 3 3.12 Jacob " .... CD 52.26 355.5 355.4 6-3 3.12 Miller " ..... 52.32 355.3 355.2 2 3.02 DS.\7eS " • 52.42 355.4 355.3 5 3.15 Fletcher If 
52.43 354.6 354.5 2 3.17 Wldler ·If 
52.43 353.0 352.9 3 3.00 o. Stru.ve " 
52.45 356.9 356.8 
-
3.05 Fearnley " 52.47 359.7 359.6 3 3.20 Eain 11 
53.24 353.2 353.1 2 3.12 Jacob " 53__._g_4:_. ___ 354~4_. __ 354.3 7 - Powell " 
---
--·- --- ---- -~---· 
--53.27 354.9 354.8 7-5 3.10 Miller n 
53.32 354.6 354.5 6 3.18 Fletcher II 
53.36 354.1 354.0 3-2 3.06 Dawes " 53.38 354.7 354.6 2 3.30 l!ain " 
53.39 354.2 354.1 6 3.25 l,UJ.dler " 
53.40 552.0 351.9 4 3.13 0. Strave " 53.91 353.0 352.9 2 3.06 Jacob " 
54.39 352.0 351.9 8 3.45 lU1dler " 
54.39 352.7 352.6 8 3.21 Dawes ,, 
54.40 352.1 352.0 3 3.40 IJorton ,, 
54.47 353.6 353.5 7 3.23 Dembowski n 
55.18 351.6 351.5 4 3.30 0. Struve " ~ 55.19 351.3 351.2 4 3.51 Demborrski " • 
55.30 353.4 353.3 4 - :Powell " 
55.39 353.5 353.4 
-
3.45 Main " 
55.40 352.6 352.5 1 3.37 Sec chi " 
55.45 354.1 354.0 2 3.42 l.Illdler " 55.46 351.2 351.1 4-3 3.31 Da,1es n 
55.53 353.3 353.2 3 3.51 liorton " 
56.10 350.5 350.4 4 3.45 Jacob " 
1-3 g. 
56.29 349.0 348.9 - 3.54 llain " .... 
56.38 351.7 351.6 6 3.55 Sec chi " 
CD 
56.39 350.5 350.4 5 3.56 Dembowski " 
~ 
• 
56.39 351.7 351.6 6 3.59 1UJ.dler " 
56.43 352.1 352.0 4 3.34 Winnecke n 
56.96 353.0 352.9 - 3.64 Airy Smyth - Mo. :Not. V .17 




t eo e' u ;o Observers Source 
1857.07 - - - 4.50 Schmidt See - Ev. St. Sys. 
57.09 348.4 348.3 6 3.76 Dembooski " 57.35 350.1 350.0 7 3.59 Do;wes If 
57.39 350.8 350.7 7 3.74 Sec chi " 
57.4 352.94 352.8 - - Ba.xende11 Bax.- llo.Uot. V. 18 
57.41 351.55 351.5 - 3.537 Fletcher Smyth- I.ro.IIot. V.17 
57.42 349.93 349.8 - 3.561 Davres " " 
II 
57.42 350.2 350.1 9-8 3.59 l.!l1d1er See - Ev. St. Sys. 
57.44 350.2 350.1 2 3.63 0. Struve 11 ~ 
57.96 350.7 350.6 5 3.50 Jacob " • 
58.34 348. 5C orr cc ti on 6 3.80 Dembowski " 
58.37 349.9 becomes 2 4.01 l.Illd1er " 
58.387 350.0 <~05 - 3.57 Fletcher Sm.- Mo.Not. V.18 
58.392 349.9 - 3.79 Smyth . :.'.!. - , " -, ' Ci' lJC • . . ) I· • t -- lj 
58.40 352.0 3 3.62 Sec chi See - Ev. St. Sys. 
58.44 349.3 2 3.67 o. Stru.ve If 
58.45 348.8 
-
3.68 Dawes Smyth - :Uo .Hot. v. 18 
58.47 348.0 - 3.85 Carpenter See - Ev. St. Sys. 
58.476 350.7 
-
3.40 lJorton n 8 
58.48 348.5 - 3.85 Main Smyth - IJo .Not. V. 18 ~ 
59.15 350.7 4 3.95 Morton .;see - Ev. St. Sys. ..... CD 
59.37 349.2 9-8 3.88 IJlid1er II ...... 
59.38 347.9 3 3.76 0. Struve II • 
59.39 350.0 - 4.18 Wake1in " 59.41 353.58 - - Baxende11 Bax.- Mo.Hot. V.18 
59.44 349.5 3 3.91 Sec chi See - Ev. St. Sys. 
59.46 348.2 5 3.77 Dawes " 60.24 347.9 1 3.95 Auwers If 
60.30 358.0 - 2.90 Jacob ff I 60.35 345~9 ____ ]. ____ 3_~_90 _ _Ml!d1er " I ____ ~-
--
----·-·. 
--~--~ ---------- ----- ------------- - --------
60.36 350.2 1" - Schia:pare11i II 
60.36 347.1 1 
-
Wagner " 60.36 347.3 1 - Ob1omievsky " 60.44 349.3 2 4.05 Knott II 
61.15 347.0 4 3.93 0. Stru.ve 
" 61.19 357.7 
-
3.12 Jacob 
" 61.28 347.8 4 3.99 1Iain 
" 61.31 346.1 5 3.93 :Powell II 
61.36 348.5 7 4.12 Atn7ers IT Q) 
• 61.41 347.8 3 4.11 l!IH.d1er II 
62.03 346.5 5-3 3.95 Dawes IT 
62.33 345.3 3-2 3.90 Pm7e11 
" 62.38 345.5 3 4.39 l,1!td1er ,, 
62.38 349.3 1 4.31 .Auwers 
" 62.38 346.6 
- 4.00 Uain II 
62.40 346 .. 9 2 3.97 0. Struve II 
62.42 347.6 1 3.62 Oblomievsky IT 
63.25 346.7 3 4.06 Uain 
" (Double 63.27 345.9 2 4.33 Romberg c. G.& W. -Hnd. Bk. (stars 8 
63.46 347.3 2 3.90 0. Struve See - Ev. St. Sys. ~ 
... 63.63 345.6 2-6 4.08 Demboyrski 
" 
(I) 
84.40 345.7 2 4.27 lla.in II ..... 
. 64.41 345.5 2 4.28 Sec chi II 
64.42 345.1 3 4.06 0. Struve 
" 64.44 345.4 4 4.10 Davres n 
64.44 345.4 2 4.27 Knott II 
64.48 348.3 3 4.03 Eng1emann ll 
65.36 345.2 4 4.28 l!I~in n 
L ~--- ------ ----· ·------- -------- ---------
------- -------- -----
,---
1; (jd u ;o Observers Source 
1865.37 - 4 4.18 Kaiser See - Ev. St. Sys. 
65.42 344.0 7-6 4.37 Davres " 
65.45 345.4 5 4.02 Engle mann " 
65.45 344.3 3 4.34 Knott " 
65.74 344.3 ~'c 4.18 Dembowski " 
66.31 344.3 3 4.39 Sec chi " 
66.33 342.8 3-4 4.52 Layton Obs. n tD 
66.37 - 1 5.00 Winlock " • 
66.38 344.6 6 4.21 Kaiser n 
66.42 344.0 2 4.29 0. Struve rr 
66.45 345.2 2 4.35 I.!ain " 
66.46 345.9 - 4.01 Kaiser " 
67.24 342.9 1 5.28 Leyton Obs. " 
67.29 344.3 5 4.50 Harvard " 
,, 
67.38 341.4 6 4.40 train II 
67.80 343.2 12 4.30 Dembowski rr 
68.17 344.3 2 4.58 Searle " 8 
68.23 341.0 2 5.21 Leyton Obs. II g. 
68.42 341.0 7-6 4.63 I.Iain " 
.... 
68.44 343.2 2 4.30 0. Struve " 
.. 
.... 
69.22 344.9 - 4.77 Briinnm·r " 
0 
69.22 340. 9. 2 5.27 Leyton Obs. n 
69.49 339.8 3 4. 74 l.Iain " 
69.98 341.8 17 4.43 Duner n 
70.33 342.6 2 4.65 Gledhill II 
70.38 340.6 6 4.76 Main " 
70.39 338.6 - - Layton Obs. If 
70J.E.__ 34_?~---- 11 ___ 4 ._63 __ ~ _ _j)_emo_oj';_ski ____ " 
-~--- ~- ~ 
70.77 343.4 3 4.45 0. Struve n 
71.21 339.8 1 5.31 Peirce n 
71.35 340.9 5 4.54 Uain II 
71.38 343.1 
-
4.76 Layton Obs. If 
71.38 339.8 3 4.49 Knott 
" 71.38 339.7 2 5.35 Wilson & Sea.broke " 
71.53 341.8 3 4.77 Gledhill 
" 72.12 341.1 17 4.59 Dun~r 




72.34 342.2 3 5.59 Wilson&: Sea.broke " . 
72.37 338.6 
-
4.80 Layton Obs. If 
72.40 341.5 1 4.82 Knott 
" 72.41 340.0 3 4.64 0. Struve n 
72.41 340.3 3 4.78 Main " 72.86 340.8 10 4.59 Dembooski n 
73.40 340.2 5 4.83 IJain 
" 73.41 339.7 2 4.65 Gledhill n 
73.43 340.8 3 4.55 0. Struve TT 
73.46 340.5 3 4.96 Lindstedt 
" 
8 
~ 74.27 340.5 2 5.08 Gledhill 
" 
~ 
74.30 341.8 1 5.00 nils on&: Sea.broke " CD 
74.32 339.3 1 5.39 Layton Obs. T1 .... • 
74.33 338.5 6 5.23 Main 
" 74.41 340.4 3 4.87 o. Struve 
" 75.14 339.1 14 4.66 Duner It 
75.22 338.5 4 4.86 Gledhill 
" 75.29 339.8 6 5.09 1Iain 
" 
I_! -- ~~- -~- - - - ---~- ---~------------ ·- " ~-~--~ ~-- -·-----
----·---·- ---·--·-· -----------· 
-t ()d n ;o Observers Source 
1875.30 340.0 1 4.97 Sea broke See - Ev. ·st. Sys. 
75.32 339.2 11 4.80 Dernbo\7Ski n 
75.41 539.6 13 4.86 Schia:parelli " 
75.44 339.9 2 4.87 0. Struve " 76.24 338.7 5 5.34 Doberck " 76.27 338.7 13 4.78 Gledhill " ..... 1-' 76.36 340.0 1 - Leyton Obs. n • 
76.38 339.8 4 5.30 Cincinnati rt 
76.40 339.7 1 4.64 \Ialdo " Obs.l881 76.42 340.24 
-
5.14 Hall Hall-Report U.S.Uaval 
76.42 339.7 3 4.97 0. Struve See - Ev. St. Sys. 
76.45 339.0 4 4.84 Schiapa:relli IT 
76.48 338.2 5 5.18 Main n 
77.07 338.5 2 - Gledhill II 
77.24 340.0 5-4 4.65 :Pl1mmer " 77.28 335.8 
-
5.04 Knott " 8 77.30 338.1 8-7 5.19 Cincinnati " 
g. 
..... 
77.40 339.5 6 4.91 Jedrze jmvic z 
" 
<II 
77.41 337.9 14 4.91 Sohia:parelli " ~ . 77.43 338.4 
-
4.96 Flarnmarion The Observatory-June 1879 
77.43 338.9 2 4.97 0. Struve See - Ev. St. Sys. 
77.83 338.1 8 4.97 Dembowski 
" 78.26 340.1 2 5.01 Yiilson& Sea.broke " 
78.37 337.1 3-5 5.06 Goldney 
" 78.37 337.5 1 5.03 0. Struve 
" 79.0 336.3 1 5.07 hitohett 
" 
--- _'19_._1_~- 33_'7~--~--~ 20 ~- _5~_20 . _C_incinna ti " -· ·-
___ , ___ 
--·-
~ ----~---~--
79.13 337.5 10 4.97 Schia.parelli 
" 79.35 338.6 1 5.00 Gledhill 
" 79.36 338.6 
-
5.00 Flo.mmarion The Observatory-June 1879 
79.38 338.33 
-
5.197 Hall H.-Rep.U.S.Ua.v.Obs.l881 
79.38 338.3 2 5.04 Seabroke & Smith See - Ev. St. Sys. 
79.44 340.0 1 5.09 o. Struve " 80.19 336.7 1 5.30 Burton 
" 80.25 337.4 6 ·6.:55 Radcliffe Obs. 
" 80.26 336.5 3-2 5.67 Tiss.& Bigourdan " 
..... 




80.30 337.5 2 5.36 Burnham 
" 80.31 337.3 
-
4.90 Gledhill ,, 
80.32 336.9 6 5.13 Cincinnati 
" 80.37 338.1 3 4.95 Doberck 
" 80.40 337.5 2 4.89 Sea broke If 
80.40 337.1 2 5.74 Tebbutt 
" 80.45 337.9 3 5.24 Jedrzejewicz 
" 80.66 337.9 6 5.22 Franz 
" 80.70 338.4 2 5.32 Pritchett 
" 8 81.24 336.3 




81.30 336.1 3 5.57 E. J. Stone 
" ..... 81.35 337.7 4 5.33 Hall 11 . 
81.39 336.8 9 5.20 Sch ia par elli 11 
81.42 338.7 2 5.28 Hough 
" 81.44 336.2 14-13 5.23 Bigourdan 
" 82.28 335.0 3 5.13 H. C. Wilson 
" 82.28 337.4 5-4 5.36 Doberck " 
L_ ~-- ---------~----
r --------------------------------------------------------
t eo II fl Observers Source 
1882.34 335.8 2 5.50 Seabroke&Hodges See - Ev. St. Sys. 
82.41 356.6 10 5.23 Sohieparelli " 83.07 335.59 
-
5.22 l!.ng1 emann The Observctory-llov .1885 
83.36 336.8 5 5.45 Hall See - Ev. St. Sys. 
83.41 335.6 8 5.23 Sohiaparelli 1f 
..... 84.33 335.2 5-3 5.65 H. C. Vlilson 
" 
c.t 





5.43 Perrot in The Observe to ry-Uov.1885 
84.40 337.0 2 5. 53 . Sea broke See - Ev. St. Sys. 
84.40 335.6 9 5.19 Sohiaparelli 
" 84.44 336.5 1 5.32 0. Struve " 84.89 336.1 
-
5.32 En;:;lemann The Observato ry-VJ.l, Uo .31 
85.25 334.4 1 5.30 Co:i)eland&Lohse See - Ev. St. Sys. 
85.32 333.7 2 5.35 H. C. Wilson It 
85.38 336.8 3 5.35 Tarrant 
" t-3 85.44 335.2 16 5. 30 . Sohio.pare1li 
" g. 86.28 335.0 2 5.08 Glasenapp It ..... CD 86.30 336.4 2 5.38 H. C • 17ilson " ~ 86.36 334.9 4 5.57 Hall Tl • 
87.26 335.7 2 5.63 Gla.senapp " 87.35 334.8 4 5.58 Hall " 87.38 335.5 2 5.65 Tebbutt " 87.41 334.2 
-
5.43 Sohia.parelli The Observa.tory-V~2,l~ol44 
88.27 333.5 2 5.93 Glasenapp See - Ev. St. Sys. 
88.33 334.6 5 5.50 Hall " 88.35 334.2 2 5.33 Sohiaparelli 
" 
_88_._40 33_5 .1 ___ -__ 2 ___ !5.!.? 9 ____ 1:Iaw-:-_____ - If 
















































































































































The Cbs. - V.13, Ho.l57 
See - Ev. St. Sys. 
Tl 
" 
" Cr.- lio. Not. 1901 




" Cr.- I.!o. Irot. 1901 





" The Obs;=--':V:l5,-uo.l83 
Cr. -1!o. Hot .1901 
See - Ev. St. Sys. 
Astr.Journal,V.l2,No.14 













t; eo ll ~ Observers Source 
1893.29 331.6 - 5.'7 Crossley Cr.- ilo. Hot. 1901 
93.32 331.'7 - 5.86 Greenwich Obs. Green - llo. Irot. 1894. 
93.42 331.9 6 5.47 Schie.:pa.rol1i See - Ev. St. Sys. 
93.42 331.7 - 5.74 Collins Astr.Journal,V.18,No.24 ._. 
93.43 331.1 1 5.66 Comstock See - Ev. St. Sys. 01 . 
93.46 331.7 4 5.64 Bigourdnn n 
94.25 331.3 - 5.5 Cro ss1oy Cr.- !.lo. Hot. 1901 
94.40 332.1 2 5.50 Comstock See - Ev. St. Sys. 
94.42 332.2 2 5.62 Schiapo.rol1i n 
94.47 328.9 6 5.71 Bie-ourao.n n 
95.26 331.8 
-
5.6 'Crossley Cr.- Mo. liot. 1901 
95.30 331.1 5-4 5.84 See See - Ev. St. Sys. 
95.32 329.8 - 5. 74 Tebbutt Te.- Mo. Not. 1896 
95.43 332.0 3 5.65 Comstock See - Ev. St. Sys. 1-3 
96.27 332.3 
-
5.7 Crossley Cr.- Uo. Not. 1901 g. ._. 
96.49 329.9 
-
5.92 Hussey Hu.- Ast.Jour. 1897 CD 
97.36 331.4 
-
5.'7 Crossley Cr.- llo. Not. 1901 M 
97.43 330.96 5.73 Doo1i tt1e Doo.-Ast.Jour.1898 • 
-
97.97 329.7 - 5.56 Aitken Aitk.- IT " n 98.28' 330.4 
-
5.94 Hussey Burnham-Gen.Cat.D.S. 
99.37 329.7 
-
5.78 Greenwich Obs. Green - Uo. Not. 1900 
1900.27 331.1 - 5.6 Crossley Cr.- Uo. Hot. 1901 
00.41 330.4 Lin 6.00 Tebbutt Teb.- " IT tr 
00.45 329.1 - 5.78 Greenwich Obs. Green-" TT If 
01.19 328.8 
-
5.99 Doo1i ttle ---~--Doo.- Ast. Jo1J,r~_l903 
-----01.38 324.5 
-
5.86 Grcom·lich Obs. Green - l.Io.Uot.l902 
02.30 *328. 85 
- 6.13* Thiele Th. -Ast .rruch. ~160Hr. 3837 
03.29 328.0 
-
6.05 Doolittle Doo.- Ast.Jour. 1903 
03.71 328.3 
-
5.94 Biesbrock Burnham - Gen.Cat.n.s. 
05.35 328.5 
-
6.16 Doolittle If II ,, 
" 05.47 328.24 I.!n 5.91 Doberck Do. -Ast.ITcch. R}..73Ur.4131 
06.22 326.3 5.91 Lau Lau- IT II 172~ ·4111 I 
I 06.25 *327.4 6.00* " " 
IT 
" ~~177: :.:4232 07.14 326.9 6.17 Lup1au- Jenssen L. J.-" 
" 175 4180 07.16 326.5 6.13 Lau Leu " IT 175 4180 08.26 525.9 6.09 
" 
1f 
" " 179 4279 08.28 328.0 5.71 Lupla.u- Janssen L.J. " " 180 4315 .... 0\ I 08.57 *326.8 5.95* Hertz sprung Hertz!' 
" 
200 4783 • 09.32 327.7 5.89 Luplnu-Ja.nssen L. J. 
" 
n 183 4378 09.33 327.6 6.07 Heff · Ne:ff " 
" 
182 4360 09.33 326.2 5.98 Lau Luu 
" " 
183 4378 09.36 326.2 6.03 Olivier Oli v. '' If 182 4360 09 • .39 326.1 I.Tn 5.83 Doberck Do. " ''J..i>.hl84 4395 10.25 324.8 Yn 6.38 Fox Fox- An.Dearborne Obs.v~ 10.28 326.6 5.91 voflte V.- Astr. Ha.ch.B.l90Ur4537 10.34 324.8 6.22 Lo.u Lau 
" " 187 4488 10.36 326.4 5.90 Doberck Do.- " If 187 4479-80 ~ 11.34 326.4 lill 5.88 
" 
n 
" " 189 4529 
g. 





15.28 325.2 6.25 Luplau-Janssen L. J .-Ast. Irach. B201UrA824 15.28 323.6 6.34 Hansen 
" " " " " I I 
I * photogrcphically 
L--
TABLE II. 
Computation or Distances 
and 
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Polar Coordinates of Position 
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Rectangular Coordinates 
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THE Comparison or the Positions Obtained by Graphical Construction 
with Those Recorded by Some of the Beet Observers at Various Times. 
ln making eaoh comparison, the mean or several or the best obtain-
able observations in the desired period is determined. Then by the gra-
phical method, a position was round corresponding to the mean of the epochs. 
These values are recorded in Table Ill, 9" andjO" being the values ob-
tained rrom construction. The last column contains the names of the ob-
servers and in many eases the number or the observations that each made 
in determining his value. 
The mean epochs 1836.37, 1836.53 and 1837.41 occurred so close 
to the time or periastron that it was not possible, owing to the nature 
or the construction, to make satisfactory graphical determinations or 
the positions corresponding to these epochs. Undoubtedly this explains 
the main part of the large discrepancies for these epochs. 
TIJ3LE III. 
A Comparison or Positions 
as Obtained by the Graphical Construction 
with 
Positions Given by Some or the Beat 
Observers 
- .. --·~ 
f1n.Epo~h 
l 1718.').0 
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PARI' JV. 
' A Comparison or the Elecenta of the Orbit as Given in Part II 
with the Elements Computed by So~ or the Beat Double Star Astronomers. 
In Table IV are given five complete sets or elements or' the 
orbit or Gamma Virginia as obtained by See, Doberok and Thiele, 
also an incomplete set by Fl~arion. The period as computed by 
Burnham occurs without other elements because the period alone 
was published. A mean or these values was round for comparison 
with the results as given in Part II or this thesis. 
TABLE IV. 
A Comparison or the Elements 
or the 
Orbit or Gamma Virginia 
as Given in Part II 
with the Elements Computed by 
Some or the Best Double Star Astronomers 
----~-- ---------
.TABLE TIL. 
-p T :~: . . - ft. Jl. a. £ :SouYce_ 
liS.O /? 3(./.f o.grc 
.rJ 35.(. &I:/ 1~7-
175.0 .Jt.JIS . 0.1715 9.3i5 __.... 0.0 
-I 'IO.S'J/ .J(Jf7 O.'ii"/7f 11.0'/ 115.fJ. 8J.O J. 7J.f! 
171-!1 .:J(J/5 _ 0.5YOJf 8.91/ /f(.O JJ.rs -J.7.J.'I~ 
1'1~.07 3, . .57 OX'/5. lf.JI/11 fl/.9 :p/11 J.1f.1.3 
19'/.d 3(.5'3 OJ<f74 $. '!f9 SO.I/ 3/.0 . 1-70· 0 
- -
----r-- -~------
If .J,,SJ. O.i</11/ S.910 1/(.SI/ J.Y.53 
- t75.17 
lf/.77 /33(.50 . o.ffl . 8.7S lfJ,O. ).,,If . ~ 1f.l/ /.lf' . ·~ -~ 1917 . 
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